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Adocera and XetaOne Announce Green Technology Adoption Partnership
Accelerating digital transformation through cutting edge green technology

[Calgary, Alberta]: Adocera today announced a new partnership with XetaOne. This partnership will
drive the adoption of high-performance green datacenter solutions, in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) space. By leveraging XetaOne’s green technology solutions, Adocera can help
customers accelerate the digital transformation journey of their customers, and reduce their carbon
footprint with cutting edge innovation that is both efficient and cost effective.

“The reduction of energy consumption, and the collective datacenter footprint, is everyone's
responsibility,” says Jason Tate, CEO at Adocera. “Providing access to this technology to our clients,
allows them to accelerate their AI/ML transformation programs, while remaining good stewards of the
environment.”

“We are truly excited to partner with the innovative minds at Adocera to help businesses grow efficiently
across the board,” says Patrick Rousseau, co-founder at XetaOne. “The world is at a tipping point.
Environmentally friendly technology, driven by innovative business leaders will only accelerate the
adoption.”

The benefits of this new partnership include.

· Savings of up-to 81% on supercomputing costs compared to AWS
· 4x the performance on high-intensity computing for AI/ML workloads
·    Tightly optimized compute alignment with business outcomes

About Adocera: Adocera is a collective of the world’s top educators, consultants, software engineers,
designers, and marketers. We live at the forefront of the digital economy and are focused on bringing to
life products that matter, for the world’s most exciting companies.

About XetaOne: XetaOne is at the forefront of compute and deployable technology that reinvents
computing, allowing our partners to reimagine existing applications and invent new ones that enable a
world of possibility today, and the future.

XetaOne’s hardware was originally designed for satellites. Our advanced computing environment is built
specifically for fast, secure data operations in government, media, and highly-regulated industries such as
healthcare, financial services, and critical infrastructure.


